
Your Rice Lake Weighing Systems distributor is:

RoughDeck® Floor Scale Series
The RoughDeck line of industrial floor scales provides the reliable endurance  
of industrial design while repeatedly displaying precision accuracy. From the  
RoughDeck HE, a hostile environment floor scale designed specifically for corrosion 
resistance to the RoughDeck QC, optimal for quick cleaning cycles, RoughDeck  
scales prove to be the superior floor scale available in a variety  
of sizes and capacities. 

Test Weights
Rice Lake manufactures a wide selection of quality test weights  
for various applications. Rice Lake has a certified metrology lab offering 
full calibration services, and our friendly customer service staff can help 
make sure you have just what you need—even an atypical test weight, 
custom designed for your application.
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Onboard Solutions
Rice Lake Onboard Solutions provides proven technology to 
monitor the payload weight of vacuum and other trucks used in 
the wastewater industry. Typically, these trucks have significant 
tare weights, and given maximum capacity limitations, only a 
fraction of the truck’s load is considered a payload. It is vital to 
have an exact measurement not only to avoid overloading, but 
also to maximize the value of the load.



Electronic Balances
Rice Lake offers a variety of balances for collect-
ing essential data on the characteristics of water 
samples. Stay in compliance and be confident your 
water laboratory analyses are correct and always 
repeatable. Rely on the precision performance of 
Rice Lake electronic balances.

SURVIVOR® Truck Scales
There is a SURVIVOR Truck Scale to fit your needs  
or we will custom build it. Rice Lake is uniquely  
positioned to deliver custom solutions quickly and  
cost effectively. From the low-profile OTR series  
designed for restricted space applications, to the  
heaviest duty SR series, Rice Lake SURVIVOR truck 
scales are intelligently designed to perform better 
than any other truck scale. Rely on the proven per-
formance of Rice Lake’s SURVIVOR truck scales to 
monitor the frequent incoming and outgoing traffic 
at your facility.

LaserLight® Remote Displays
Safely regulate the traffic entering and exiting your facility while increasing 
truck throughput with the LaserLight with stop-and-go lights. Featuring a 
super-bright LED display and a non-glare filtered lens, the SURVIVOR Laser-
Light remote display and M-Series messaging remote display is clearly visible—
even in direct sunlight. The unique IntelliBright™ feature uses a photo sensor 
to read ambient light and automatically adjust the display’s intensity between 
day and night settings to optimize power usage. 

Rice Lake Solutions  
for the Wastewater 
Industry 

Truck Scale Automated  
Ticketing to Speed Throughput
Rice Lake has developed the Automated Ticketing Kiosk system for truck 
identification, load assignment and weighing, and ticketing for numerous 
applications, such as treatment plants, sludge operations, and wastewater 
deposit and removal. With these new systems, managers can optimize the 
flow of trucks and materials and increase efficiencies throughout their  
entire operation. Whether your operation is attended or unattended,  
Rice Lake Weighing Systems’ comprehensive line of accessories and factory 
support will streamline your process.

Weight Displays and Process 
Controllers
Indicators/Controllers
Rice Lake Weighing Systems offers a complete line  
of weight indicators to fit any application, from  
the new 880 Performance® Series to the intuitively  
familiar 920i®. With its stainless steel front enclosure 
and advanced gasket system, the panel-mounted 880  
is built for dirty, wet environments and demanding 
workplaces, inside or out. The intelligently designed 
880 and revolutionary 920i programmable HMI  
Indicator/Controller take charge of process applications 
and provides open connectivity to the most popular 
networking interfaces. One 920i indicator is capable of 
handling multiple scales, flow, temperature and pulse, 
and easily stores, manipulates and reports data.  

920i® FlexWeigh Systems
Pre-engineered and pre-programmed 

920i FlexWeigh Systems provide 
clearly defined, immediate solutions for almost any  

operation including wastewater handling. 920i FlexWeigh Systems 
combine the power and versatility of the 920i interface with the 

simplicity and strength of the FlexWeigh control panel. Stainless 
steel NEMA-4X enclosures and rugged, customizable operation 

switches guarantee industrial-strength and dependability.
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Onboard Solutions
Rice Lake Onboard Solutions provides proven technology to 
monitor the payload weight of vacuum and other trucks used in 
the wastewater industry. Typically, these trucks have significant 
tare weights, and given maximum capacity limitations, only a 
fraction of the truck’s load is considered a payload. It is vital to 
have an exact measurement not only to avoid overloading, but 
also to maximize the value of the load.




